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training
detection
dogs

■ This spread:
Dogs in training for
the Israeli National
Police work the
front side of the
Herstik Wall, a
simple training
device that can
be used to produce
excellent training
benefits.

BY MIKE HERSTIK

T

Using
the
Herstik
Wall

HE HERSTIK WALL CONCEPT designed by the

author has been imitated, adopted, modified,
commercialized, and used by professional agencies and
individuals worldwide. The original version of the Wall is
uncomplicated, inexpensive to construct, and — when paired
with the protocol designed for it — consistently effective in
producing solid, focused detection dogs. This article describes
a simple Herstik Wall apparatus and includes the basic
protocol for shaping the foundation training of detection dogs.
The device and its associated training regimen have been
adopted and integrated into the training regimens of various
agencies, including the Israeli Special Forces K-9 Unit
(Oketz), for which I acted as an instructor/trainer. The
information provided here is intended to help professionals
who are dedicated to public safety. Inexperienced individuals
should not attempt to implement these training procedures
without direction from a qualified trainer. The key to the
Herstik Wall is not the apparatus itself, but rather its
application paired with a proper and simple operantconditioning protocol.

Purpose and Application

Revealing the
PHOTOGRAPHS: COURTESY OF MIKE HERSTIK

origins, construction,
and use of a
highly effective
training device.
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The Herstik Wall’s purpose is to teach detection dogs to
recognize and perform a reliable, conditioned response to
target odors — a solid, focused indication–type response.
The device is used in the initial stages of training to provide
a strong foundation for both conventional and advanced
detection capabilities. It also is used as a foundation tool to
introduce new odors in a controlled manner.
The Herstik Wall offers numerous advantages over oldstyle scent wheels or boxes. It consistently produces a trained
indication that is an advance over the conventional type of
indication, in which the dog is trained to look to the handler
for his reward. The dog learns to ignore distracters including
food, container materials, novel odors, and even the reward
object unless that object is presented in association with a
target odor.
The system teaches the following behaviors:
• The dog learns to respond with a focused stare at the
source of vapor that equates to a stronger, pinpoint
identification — especially with high-up finds.
• The dog is conditioned to perform a handler-independent
response to target vapor, reducing the chances of false alerts
due to his sensitivity to the handler.
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• The dog’s response to odor is a solid, “stay”-type indication,
so the dog does not follow the handler off the target odor.
• The dog learns to follow the vapor plume to its source
with determination, despite possible handler misdirection.
Years ago, I trained detector dogs using scent boxes — a
standard procedure both then and today. I got the idea to
place the boxes on their sides on shelves of various heights
and put trapdoors on them so that rewards could be delivered directly from the source. That method, combined
with careful timing and skilled handling and training,
produced dogs that stared at the source in a passive manner.
So far, the concept was not unique, but it was an advance in
training that I soon expanded on in other ways.
In 2002, I was tasked with a large-scale canine training
project for Israel during the height of the suicide bombing
campaign against that country and its civil population. I
needed a way to produce a large number of effective bomb
detection dogs as efficiently as possible without sacrificing
quality. Those dogs were to be used in the highest-threat
situations in the world at that time. As a result, I developed
the concept and application of the Herstik Wall.
In looking at the photographs of this system, you may
wonder whether such a large training device is truly
necessary; in my opinion, however, the current smaller,
commercially marketed wall devices have numerous
disadvantages that make them much less cost- and trainingefficient. Following are instructions for assembling an
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effective and inexpensive
system and the correct basic
techniques used for its
application.
Construction and
Methodology
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Figure 1 (below) shows a
front view of the Herstik
Wall. The dog and handler work the front side, as shown in
the photos on pages 30–31. Construct the system as follows:
• Three sheets of 4 x 8-foot plywood are needed to build the
Wall. Overlap the ends of the plywood and avoid gaps between
the edges of the boards or underneath the bottom edge.
• Prop up the sheets of plywood using steel stakes driven
into the ground.
• Drill five holes, 3 inches in diameter, in each board using
a roller coaster pattern.
• Each hole should have a corresponding reference number
marked above it, on both sides of the wall.
Photo 1 shows the back of the wall, which has an assemblage of 3-inch tubes made from PVC pipe segments. The
tube components, shown in photo 2, are available at any
hardware store. Photo 3 shows the 3-inch holes that are
drilled into the wall using a hole-saw bit. Push the tubes by
hand into the holes, where they should fit snugly. The tubes
may be pulled out and moved around as needed. An assistant
(Wall handler) works the back side to deliver the reward
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■ Figure 1. The front side of the Herstik Wall, which is
constructed of three overlapping sheets of plywood, held
upright by metal supports pounded into the ground.
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object with proper
timing. A person
working behind the Wall produces more efficient results than does a
delivery device. In this way, no toys are stored in the target hole
when the dog indicates. If you have been using an automated
delivery device, be careful to wean the dog off it as soon as
possible or you may condition the dog to the presence of
the device.
Photo 4 shows the Wall handler loading the wall with
target material. Only one tube is selected to be loaded with
target material. The tube configuration is such that the odor
falls down to where the dog gets a strong initial impression as
he sniffs the hole, rather than the odor pooling in a section
below the hole that contains a toy. Photo 5 shows that the “Y”
shaped (45-degree angle) tube contains a screen barrier so the
vapor can fall through but the actual container of material
cannot. Once contaminated, this tube is marked and
dedicated strictly to target materials.
The rest of the tubes are loaded with various
distracters: food, balls and toys, container
materials, plastic, tape, novel odors, and so on.
The dog quickly learns to screen through the
distracters and indicate the target material in
order to get the desired reward. It is important
that you use an effective extinction protocol
so that the dog learns to ignore, not avoid, the
distracters. The dog learns to search intently,
ignoring distractions while actively searching.
The dog may be conditioned to accept the
reward only when he has properly indicated
7
on the target odor.
In photo 6, the dog works down the Wall
with the handler presenting, working past
various distracters that have been planted in the tubes.
Photo 7 shows the Wall handler positioned and ready
behind the wall. A clicker and the reward (ball) are held in
the ready position. Note that the cap is kept closed until
after the dog draws odor from the target hole. That ensures
that the dog is drawing concentrated target odor from the
tube rather than the odor of the reward and the assistant.
In photo 8, the dog has made several previous runs down
the Wall and quickly shows odor recognition.
Photo 9 shows a dog drawing concentrated target odor
from the target hole. At this point the cap is closed on the tube
and the dog is associating with the major vapor headspace of the
target odor, not a Kong toy, machine, ball, or handler odor. This
makes it simpler for the dog to discern and acquire a more
rapid and solid recognition of the target odor.
MAY/JUNE 2009
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Using a Clicker
10

11

PHOTOGRAPHS: COURTESY OF MIKE HERSTIK

In photo 10, as the dog
draws concentrated target
odor, the Wall handler
opens the delivery tube
cap and cues with a
clicker just prior to
rewarding [see “Using a
Clicker,” right]. Because
the reward always follows
12
the sound of the clicker,
the dog associates the
sound with the reward
being delivered down the
tube. It is important that
the Wall handler takes
direction and delivers the
reward as soon as the dog
sticks his nose in the hole
and draws target odor, as
shown in photo 11.
Coordination between
the dog handler and the
13
Wall handler, along with
good timing, are keys to
success. The dog quickly
learns to respond to the click cue, initially by performing an
aggressive indication in anticipation of his reward.
At this point, the “sit” should be introduced, as shown in
photo 12. It should be done in a manner that uses steady
guidance and minimal compulsion so that the dog is not
corrected to look at the handler, but instead is induced to
“sit” and look to the target hole for his anticipated reward.
The ball now comes out when the dog sniffs, hears the click,
then sits and focuses on target. In photo 13, the dog receives
its anticipated reward and learns to respond in a conditioned, passive manner, associating reward with the target
odor rather than with the handler.
Next, the pause between the clicker sounding and the ball
appearing is stretched out so that the dog learns the concept
of “stay” in association with the target odor. The clicker is
soon faded from behind the wall and transferred to the
handler.
The learning schedule varies from dog to dog; some dogs
learn with amazing rapidity. A dog can be conditioned to
hold this indication for long periods regardless of surrounding
distractions, until the reward, which signals the release,
is given.
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A clicker can be used to help the dog
learn faster and with less confusion. It
also serves as an invaluable tool when
transferring off the Wall. It is not a
“release cue”; rather, it is used as a
reinforcement tool to teach the dog to
hold his position until he receives the
reward as his release cue. The clicker may be effectively used as
both a reinforcement cue and a prompting cue. As a prompting
tool, it can be used to cue the dog to initially respond in a reflexive
manner to the target. As a reinforcing tool, it eliminates confusion
and stress for the dog as follows.
• The clicker is a simple tool that we program into the dog to
facilitate foundation training and to use as needed to remediate,
or enable recognition of a newly introduced target odor.
• The clicker does not tell the dog what to do: once conditioned,
the sound is like a button we push in the dog’s mind that shapes
and reinforces a conditioned response.
• The clicker sends a consistent message to the dog that he comes
to recognize quickly. He is doing the right thing at that moment,
and the reward is soon forthcoming.
• The clicker helps facilitate moving the dog from the Wall to
actual scenarios.
As with many of the things we do during training, the clicker is
faded out through intermittent use as the dog develops proficiency.
It may be reintroduced at any time to quickly teach a new odor or
to bolster the dog’s confidence in new training situations.
Eventually, you’ll want to migrate the clicker from behind the
Wall to the handler to condition the dog to stare at source odor
when he hears the clicker used as a prompt from the handler.
When the dog is beginning to indicate on odor independently, the
clicker is used as reinforcement, after the indication, to instill
confidence in the dog. Transfer the clicker as follows:
• The Wall handler and the dog handler (or, preferably, an
experienced trainer standing by) are both armed with clickers.
• The dog works to odor and indicates in a focused manner.
• The Wall handler clicks, and then the dog handler follows by
clicking from behind the Wall after the dog indicates.
• If necessary, the Wall handler may click again as needed before
dropping the ball.
• Make sure the ball is dropped when the dog is focusing on the
target.
That procedure is alternated as needed, incrementally fading out
the Wall handler’s click and using only the dog handler’s click as
reinforcement that the reward is coming from the Wall. The
conditioned dog learns that when the handler clicks from near or
far, the canine is knows he has indicated properly and will soon
receive a reward.

Basic Wall Rules

Following are the training steps for successfully using the
Herstik Wall.
• Set up multiple Walls — at least three or four. Position
MAY/JUNE 2009
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the target tube in different places on each Wall.
• Once the dog becomes adept at indicating an odor, work
on that in three passes; present moving to the right, present
moving to the left and direct the dog forward to the wall from
several feet away to find the
target, without presenting
hole to hole. That way the
team learns to move in a
coordinated manner from
different directions and the
dog learns to familiarize
himself with the vapor
gradient from different
angles. The dog also learns to
indicate independent of a
handler presentation.
• Move on to the next Wall
and repeat the procedure.
• The target tube is not
moved around on the Wall
during a training session.
• Make sure to remove the target tube every evening,
allowing the hole to air out.
• Place the target tube in a different position each day so as
to expose the dog to high and low finds and finds at either
end of the Wall.
Two leashes can be used to ensure that the dog does not
follow the handler off odor. The dog learns that response to
odor is his priority — detecting the explosive device is
priority. The dog learns to show the handler where the odor
is, rather than the other way around.
Fading Out the Wall Handler

As the dog begins to show a pattern of odor recognition and
focused response, we can begin to transfer the reward from
the Wall handler to the dog handler. When the dog is
strongly focused on target, the handler stands out of the
dog’s sight and tosses the reward toy directly at the target
hole while the dog is focused on it. You also may remain
within the dog’s sight and have a trainer toss the reward.
At this stage, it is important that the dog not see the toy
come from the person. The dog must be looking at the
target when he receives his reward. Later, when the dog is
solidly conditioned to focus on the target, where the toy
comes from is not as critical. Have a trainer toss the reward
from behind the dog as the handler continues presenting
36
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■ Top left: Two
leashes are used to
ensure that the dog
does not follow the
handler off-odor,
which helps the dog
learn to ignore
misdirection by the
handler. The dog’s
response stops the
handler, rather than
the other way
around.
Left: A dog freezes
and focuses on
odor as the handler
continues to move
on and maintains
his presentation
behavior. The dog
has thus learned to
be “handler-proof.”
Eventually, the dog will be
taught to independently follow
a scent gradient to its source
during actual scenarios, rather
than missing them due to
handler misdirection. The dog
leads — even pulls — the
handler hard to the odor source.
Bottom left: One method for
transitioning the dog off the
Wall is to use boxes. This dog is
training as a remote longdistance detection K-9 for the
Israeli Oketz Unit. These dogs
were forerunners of the SSD
dogs currently used in U.S
military operations.

steadily past the target. That teaches the dog to be solid and
not undesirably handler-sensitive.
When initially introducing the dog to scenarios, it’s
important to keep the search simple and easy, and to use
aids of a sufficiently large size. Allow the dog to learn
through success. A clicker with some handler guidance (a
“sit” command as needed) helps enable this step. Build the
search and introduce difficulties in increments so that they
may be learned in a smooth, step-by-step manner.
Finally, it is important to implement good timing, judgment in fading, and an understanding of when to move
forward by incremental steps based on a dog’s individual
capability. Science, craft, and art, when learned and applied
in balanced proportions, produce maximum results in our
profession. Basic familiarity with modern behavior-shaping
and operant-conditioning techniques, the skills to effectively
apply them, and the judgment born of a combination of
intuition and hands-on field experience are what it takes to
produce maximum results. ■
Mike Herstik is an instructor/trainer who produces teams for
military and law-enforcement agencies, both domestically and
internationally. Commendations he has received include those from
the State of Israel and the County of Los Angeles. He is available for
on-site seminars, training courses, and remediation clinics. E-mail
him at intk9@earthlink.net.
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